Abstract Bedau et al.'s statistical classification system for long-term evolutionary dynamics provides a test for open-ended evolution. Making this test more rigorous, and passing it, are two of the most important open problems for research into systems of agents that actively process and transform their environment. This paper presents a detailed description of the application of this test to 'Geb', a system designed to verify and extend theories behind the generation of evolutionarily emergent systems. The result is that, according to these statistics, Geb exhibits unbounded evolutionary dynamics, making it the first autonomous artificial system to pass this test. However, having passed it, the most prudent course of action is to look for weaknesses in the test. The test is criticized, most significantly with regard to its normalization method for artificial systems. Furthermore, this paper presents a modified normalization method, based on component activity normalization, that overcomes these criticisms. The results of the revised test, when applied to Geb, indicate that this system does indeed exhibit open-ended evolution.
Introduction
As articulated in the aims of this journal, the challenge for researchers in this field is to mirror the process of neo-Darwinian evolution so as to enable the automatic evolution of components that actively process environmental information and transform their environment. Such automaticity takes us beyond the ability of evolutionary algorithms to find optimal solutions in static environments, into issues of evolvability in dynamic environments, and even on toward unbounded (or 'open-ended') evolution. In order to determine our progress in this venture, we need quantifiable measures of success, especially with regard to open-ended evolution.
Bedau and Packard have developed not only elegantly simple statistical measures for long-term evolutionary dynamics [4] [5] [6] 9] , but also a test for unbounded evolution [7] . The test is so adaptable that it can be applied to any evolving system with an available record of its components' existence times, such as the biosphere's fossil record. Any artificial system of agents that actively process and transform their environment can be tested, and those that have been include Tierra-like systems [1, 28] , Echo [17] , Bugs [23] , Lindgren's model of evolving strategies in the iterated prisoner's dilemma [20] , Arthur's "Bar Problem" [2] and Ecolab [26] . A variable-length strings variant of Dittrich and Banzhaf's self-evolving binary string system [15] , and perhaps also Banzhaf's earlier system [3] , would be further interesting subjects for the test. Prior to the system detailed in this paper, only taxonomic families in the fossil record have passed the test. 1 The following quote from their discussion section summarizes Bedau, Snyder and Packard's conclusion. Class 3 systems are those with unbounded evolutionary dynamics (see Section 2) .
"Other natural evolving systems probably show class 3 dynamics. Class 3 dynamics might even be detectable in systems like the global economy or Internet traffic. We also suspect that no existing artificial evolving system has class 3 dynamics. In our opinion, creating such a system is among the very highest priorities of the field of artificial life. From one perspective, this is a negative result: Echo, and perhaps all other existing artificial evolutionary systems, apparently lack some important characteristics of the biosphere-whatever is responsible for its unbounded growth of adaptive activity. But at the same time this conclusion calls attention to the important constructive and creative challenge of devising an artificial model that succeeds where all others have failed." [7, p. 236] Recently Stout and Spector [27] have provided valuable further validation of the test (modified as described in this article). They conducted a series of experiments carefully designed in an attempt to achieve class 3 dynamics in "intuitively unlifelike" systems. The test proved robust against these attempts. In their conclusion, Stout and Spector noted that "with simple fitness functions there appears to be a trade-off between new activity (innovation) and persistence"; that both Bedau et al.'s "shadow" mechanism (see Section 2) and the method of component activity normalization outlined in this article (see Section 9) are of particular importance; and finally: "In order to achieve sustained innovation and persistence simultaneously the fitness function must be such that new innovation is always necessary (and possible), which implies a function that is always changing, and yet also such that adaptive innovations remain adaptive. This is a tall order, and probably not achievable by any simple, "uninteresting" fitness function." [27, p. 142] The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 summarizes Bedau and Packard's statistical classification system for long-term evolutionary dynamics, and the resulting test for open-ended evolution. Sections 3 and 4 describe 'Geb', a system designed to verify and extend theories behind the generation of evolutionarily emergent systems, and its behavioral results. A complete description of the system is included here, to enable a full understanding of the implementation of the evolutionary statistics, as documented in Section 5. Section 6 presents the result that, according to these statistics, Geb exhibits unbounded evolutionary dynamics, making it the first autonomous artificial system 2 to pass this test.
However, having passed it, the most prudent course of action is to look for weaknesses in the test. So the test is evaluated and criticized in Section 7, most significantly with regard to its normalization method for artificial systems. Sections 8 and 9 present a modified normalization method, based on component activity normalization, that overcomes these criticisms. The results of the revised test, when applied to Geb, are reported and discussed in Section 10. These indicate that this system does indeed exhibit open-ended evolution. Based on this discussion, Section 11 concludes with a more confident, yet still cautious, evaluation of success and a direction for future work.
Bedau and Packard's evolutionary statistics
The motivation behind the statistics is to measure the level at which a system generates and then persistently uses adaptive innovations. By continually measuring both the generation of and the persistent use of adaptive innovations, these statistics are able to determine unbounded evolutionary dynamics, which requires both be ongoing.
Bedau and Packard's test is based on the following statistics (from [6, 7] ), which are calculated from the record of components' existence times. Activity increment (by presence).
A component's activity is intended as a measure of its level of usage so far in evolution. An activity increment of one unit in each time step that the component exists satisfies this provided a component is only considered to exist if it is being used. So, for example, a gene that is present in a population but not currently expressed should not be considered to exist in the population of in-use gene components. This is not the only activity increment that Bedau et al. have used, but it is the best for comparison across systems because it can be calculated for any system with a record of components' existence times.
Evolutionary Activity of a component.
Diversity (the number of components present, in use).
Total cumulative evolutionary activity ('total activity').
Mean cumulative evolutionary activity ('mean activity').
Total activity provides a measure of the extent of evolutionary activity: how much activity has accumulated and remained in the system through the persistent use of components. It can be unbounded due to unbounded mean cumulative evolutionary activity, unbounded diversity, or both. New evolutionary activity per component ('new activity') is defined by a lower activity bound a 0 , above which a component can be considered adaptively significant, an upper activity bound a 1 , below which a component can be considered 'new', and Eq. (6):
New evolutionary activity (per component) provides a measure of the intensity of evolutionary activity: the level at which the system is generating adaptive innovations. Unbounded evolutionary activity requires both ongoing intensity and increasing extent of evolutionary activity: both positive new activity and unbounded total activity. For A new to be a good measure of new activity, the range [a 0 , a 1 ] should be chosen such that component activities within it can be considered both adaptively significant and not among the highest activities. So a 0 should be high enough to screen out most non-adaptive activity, and a 1 should be low enough that a good proportion of activities lie above it.
For artificial systems, a "shadow" should be run, mirroring the real run in every detail except that whenever selection (artificial or natural) operates in the real system, random selection should be employed in the shadow. The statistics from this shadow run can then be used to determine a 0 and levels of total and mean activity that can be considered adaptively significant.
After determining long-term trends in these statistics, the system being examined can be classified according to Table 1 . The hallmark of class 3 (unbounded evolutionary dynamics) is unbounded total cumulative evolutionary activity (D * Ā cum ) in combination with positive Other possibilities exist with zero A new , but these belong in class 1 (no evolutionary activity) because such cases have no significant new components. Table 1 in [7] 4 only shows the first row (3a) for class 3, but footnote 1 in that paper acknowledges the other rows (3b and 3c). Note that Table 1 includes all possibilities for positive A new , because zeroĀ cum implies zero A new . So any system with unbounded evolutionary dynamics will belong to class 3 (one of 3a, 3b and 3c).
The Geb model

Geb
5 is a system of agents that actively process and transform their environment. It was designed to verify and extend theories behind the generation of evolutionarily emergent systems. Its most important design features are a sufficiently correlated genotype to phenotype mapping, which makes it suited to long-term incremental evolution, and most importantly that it is a purely biotic selection system: all selection results from parts of the system (segments of code) carrying out (inter-)actions which are evolvable, either directly (the actions can evolve) or through their activation (their controller can evolve). In Geb, all selection results from agent interactions which are activated by a genetically specified controller. Details of the theory behind both Geb's overall design and the choice of each subsystem are beyond the scope of this paper but can be found in [13] . This section contains a complete description of the system, to enable a full understanding of how Bedau and Packard's evolutionary statistics have been implemented.
The agents operate within a simple two-dimensional toroidal virtual world ( Fig. 1 ) which is divided into a 20 × 20 grid of squares. No two agents can occupy the same square at any one time-no square in Fig. 1 contains more than one individual's center. This effectively gives the agents a size within the world and puts a limit on their number. Individuals are otherwise free to move around the world, within and between squares. As well as a position within the world, each agent has a forward (facing) direction, set randomly at birth. Agents are displayed as filled arcs, the sharp points of which indicate their direction. Each agent has a genetically specified neural controller. The inputs to this neural network are taken from the outputs of other (nearby) agents' neural networks, so allowing agents to process and transform their environment. Agents also transform their environment by moving around in the world, reproducing with and killing other agents. These actions are determined by outputs from the agents' controllers. This is Geb's main algorithm:
Initialization. Every square in the world has an individual with a single-bit genotype 0 born into it.
Main Loop. In each time step (loop), every individual alive at the start of the cycle is processed once. The order in which the individuals are processed is otherwise random. These are the steps involved for each individual: Each node has a bit-string 'character' (label) attached to it, used to match agents' network inputs, outputs and actions, and to determine the node's development during the individual's lifetime. These characters may be of any non-zero length. A node may be a network input, a network output, or neither. This is determined by the developmental process.
Agent-Environment interactions
There are five built-in actions available to each agent. Reproduce and fight (kill agent in front if there is one) were chosen to enable purely biotic selection: either is a sufficient action for biotic selection, but both are required if there is to be no abiotic selection. The remaining three actions allow basic locomotion, intended to enable complex behaviors that could be interpreted by Geb's user. Each action is associated with network output nodes whose characters start with a particular bit-string: For example, if a network output node has the character 1101001, then the agent will turn clockwise by an angle proportional to the excitatory output of that node. If an action has more than one matching network output node, then the relevant network output is the sum of these nodes' excitatory outputs, bounded by unity as within any node. If an action has no network output node with a matching character, then the relevant network output is noise, at the same level as in the (other) nodes.
Both reproduce and fight are binary actions. They are applied if the relevant network output exceeds a threshold and have no effect if the square in front is empty. Turning and moving forward are done in proportion to the relevant network outputs.
When an agent reproduces with another in front of it, the child is placed in the square beyond the other individual if that square is empty. If not, the child replaces the individual being mated with. An agent cannot reproduce with an individual that is fighting if this would involve replacing the fighting individual.
Reproduction involves single point crossover and mutation. Geb's crossover always offsets the cut point in the second individual by one gene (bit position), with equal probability either way. This is why the genotype lengths vary. Also, crossover is strict, always using genes from both parents; the cut point cannot be at the very end of either genotype. This provides significant initial pressure for length increase until genotypes are long enough to produce developmental rules. Mutation, which occurs at each reproduction, is a single bit-flip on the child genotype.
An agent's network input nodes have their excitatory inputs set to the weighted sum of the excitatory outputs from matching network output nodes' of other individuals in the neighborhood. If the first bit of a network input node's character is 1 then the node takes its input from individuals to the right hand side (including forward-and back-right), otherwise from individuals to the left. A network input node matches a network output node if the rest of the input node's character is the same as the start of the character of the output node. For example, a network input node with character 10011 matches (only) network output nodes with characters starting with 0011 in the networks of individuals to the right. The weights are inversely proportional to the Euclidean distances between individuals. For the runs reported in this paper, the input neighborhood is a 7 × 7 square area centered on the relevant agent.
Network output nodes with characters 0, 1, 10, 11 and all those starting with 00 do not produce any action. However, their excitatory values can still be input by other individuals. Thus there is the potential for data exchange not directly related to the actions.
Developmental system
A class of L-systems with context-free production rules was designed for the evolution of networks of the neurons outlined above. Design of the developmental system was carried out with both genetic neutrality and developmental requirements in mind. Specific attention was paid to producing a system in which children's networks resemble aspects of their parents'. A genotype determines the L-system's production rules which determine the agent's neural development. Thus the production rules evolve.
Every node is processed once during each developmental step. The production rule that best matches the node's character is applied (if there is one). A rule matches a node if its predecessor is the start of the node's character. So an empty (zero-length) predecessor matches any node's character and a predecessor cannot match a node's character that is shorter than it. The longer the matching predecessor, the better the match; the best matching rule (if any) is applied. Thus ever more specific rules can evolve from those that have already been successful.
The production rules have the following form:
where:
P Predecessor (initial bits of node's character) S r Successor 1: replacement node's character S n Successor 2: new node's character bits:
The successors (1 and 2) are characters for the node(s) that replace the old node. If a successor has no character (0 length) then that node is not created. Thus, the predecessor node may be replaced by 0, 1 or 2 nodes. Because computer memory is finite, it is necessary to limit the number of links. This is achieved by imposing limits on the number of nodes (20) and developmental steps (99, each step processing every node).
The replacement successor (successor 1, if it has a character) is just the old (predecessor) node, with the same links but a different character. The new successor (successor 2, if it has a character) inherits a copy of the old node's input links unless it has a link from the old node (b 3 or b 4 ). It inherits a copy of the old node's output links unless it has a link to the old node (b 5 or b 6 ).
New input nodes are (only) produced from input nodes and new output nodes are (only) produced from output nodes. The character-based method of matching up inputs and outputs ensures that the addition or removal of an input/output node at a later stage of development or evolution will not damage the relationships of previously adapted inputs and outputs.
The axiom network consists of three nodes with two excitatory links. The network output node's character (01) is matched by the reproduction character. The network input node's character (left input 01) matches this output without matching or being matched by the other nodes, and without matching any of the other action characters. Finally, the hidden node's character neither matches nor is matched by the other nodes' or the action characters: network input 001 −→ 000 −→ 01 network output Development takes place throughout the individual's life. Figure 3 provides an example of the development of a very simple network. It shows the axiom (age 0) network growing as, at every time step, each node has the most specific rule applied to it. Only the first two steps are shown.
Genetic decoding
The genetic decoding of production rules is loosely similar to that in [8] . For every bit of the genotype, an attempt is made to read a rule that starts on that bit. A valid rule is one that starts with 11 and has enough bits after it to complete a rule. This method is well suited to a To read a rule, the system uses the concept of segments. A segment is a bit string with its odd-numbered bits (1st, 3rd, 5th, . . .) all 0. Thus the reading of a segment is as follows: read the current bit; if it is a 1 then stop; else read the next bit -this is the next information bit of the segment; now start over at the next bit position, keeping track of the information bits of the segment. Note that a segment can be empty (have no information bits).
The full procedure to (attempt to) read a rule begins with reading a segment for each of the predecessor, the first successor (replacement node) and the second successor (new node). Then, if possible, the six link-details bits are read. If this is achieved before the end of the genotype then a rule is created. Figure 4 shows an example. As the first two bits are 11, an attempt is made to read a rule from the third bit onward. The segment-reading procedure above is carried out for the predecessor, which is empty because the third genotype bit is a 1; for the first successor, which has one bit 1 from the fifth genotype bit because the fourth genotype bit is a 0, but only one bit because the sixth genotype bit is a 1; and for the second successor, which has one bit 0 from the eighth genotype bit because the seventh genotype bit is a 0, but only one bit because the ninth genotype bit is a 1. Having read these three characters, the six link-details bits are read, in this case from the tenth genotype bit onward. As the last link-details bit can be read, that is reading has not gone beyond the end of the genotype, a rule has been successfully read and is added to the list of decoded rules. This rule-reading procedure is now carried out again, starting from the second genotype bit. As the second and third genotype bits are 11, an attempt is made to read a rule from the fourth bit onward. This attempt is again successful, as the sixth link bit can be read without going beyond the end of the genotype. As the third and fourth genotype bits are not 11, and likewise for the fourth and fifth genotype bits, no attempt to read a rule will be made for these positions. The fifth and sixth genotype bits are 11, so an attempt is made to read a rule from the seventh bit onward. However this and subsequent attempts fail because the procedure runs out of genotype before completing a successful read.
After reading all possible rules from a newborn's genotype, Geb filters the rules. It starts with rules whose predecessors best match a node in the axiom network, and then repeatedly adds in the best matching new rules if possible and as required, matching predecessors to the successors of rules already picked. Rules that have not been picked when this process stops (because no new rules can be added under the criteria) have predecessors that could never match a node during development, at least not as well as another rule. In this way such (currently) superfluous rules, which constitute the vast majority of decoded rules from long genotypes, are filtered out, much reducing memory required by Geb. This process does not affect the genotypes.
During this process, a further criterion must be met for a rule to be added: the genesegment the rule was decoded from must not overlap with a gene-segment of any rule already picked. This prevents the otherwise common situation of a rule P → R, N ; bits producing successors R and N which can then be subject to rules R → N , B; C and N → B, C; D (and so on) as would be the case whenever P ends in 1 or R ends in 1. So rule ii from the Fig. 4 example would not be added. Without this criterion, certain rules (such as those where P ends in 1) would not be possible independently: they would automatically produce rules (such as R → N , B; C) which interfere with their successors.
Behavioral results
The system has consistently produced certain macro-level behaviors, including those below, although obviously the details of its evolution are different for every run. This makes it difficult to describe the behavior except by focusing on some typical and interesting observations.
Emergent collective behavior
Once Geb has started, there is a short period while genotype lengths increase until capable of containing a production rule. For the next ten to twenty thousand time steps (in typical runs), networks resulting in very simple strategies such as do everything and always go forward and kill dominate the population. Some networks do better than others but not sufficiently well for them to display a sole dominating effect on Geb's world window.
In every run to date, the first dominant species that emerges has been one whose individuals turn in one direction while trying to fight and reproduce at the same time. Figure 5 shows an example of such an individual. Network outputs are prefixed with o, inputs with i. Input characters are shown with their first bit translated from 0,1 to L, R (left,right). Note the network outputs o101, o01 [x2] and o100 (turn counterclockwise, reproduce and fight). Note also the large number of links necessary to pass from network inputs to outputs, and the network input characters which match non-action output characters of the same network Although a very simple strategy, watching it in action makes it clear why this is so advantageous. The individuals keep each other moving quickly, in tight circles. Any attacking agent would have to either get its timing exactly right or approach in a faster spiral-both relatively advanced strategies. These dominant individuals also mate just before killing. The offspring (normally) appear beyond the individual being killed, away from the killer's path.
Naturally arising coevolution
Because of the success of this first dominant species, especially their success at killing other agents, the world always has enough space for other agents to exist. Such other agents tend not to last long: almost any movement will bring them into contact with one of the dominant agents, helping that species in its reproduction as much as themselves. However, they can make some progress. Individuals have emerged that are successful at turning to face members of the dominant species and holding their direction while trying to kill and reproduce. An example of such a "rebel" (from the same run as Fig. 5 ) is shown in Fig. 6 . Note that most rebels have many more nodes and links; this one was picked for its clarity. The main points to note from this figure are the network inputs iL000 (left 000) and iR00 (right 00) which match the very non-action output characters that members of the dominant species use to support each other's activations (o000 [x2], o00). The network outputs are o100 (fight), o01 (reproduce) and o110 (turn clockwise). By turning clockwise, a rebel will turn toward its enemy fastest when the enemy is to its right, which is where most of the rebel's input is taken from (via the input iR), and hence the side where it responds best. Most rebels have more complicated networks, which are very difficult to comprehend. Indeed, many of these have proved unassailably difficult to understand in detail. Figure 7 shows running averages of the number of agents reproducing and killing, from a typical experimental run. Each point is the average of the raw data (number of appropriate Fig. 7 Running averages of population sizes by actions, from a typical run agents) over a window moving along the time axis. This filters out Lotka-Volterra population cycles and short term random variations, revealing long term shifts. This figure, and others like it from other runs, suggest that further species emerge, indicating ongoing evolutionary emergence. However, agents have proved difficult to analyze beyond the above, even at the behavioral level. All that can currently be said is that they share characteristics of the previous species but are different. A more statistical approach is required in order to test for ongoing evolution.
Initial indications of ongoing coevolution
Implementation of Bedau and Packard's statistics in Geb
In order to apply Bedau and Packard's test to an evolutionary system, the biggest decision to make is what the class of components should be. As Geb's genotypes both change length and contain a high degree of neutrality 6 the genotype is not a good choice of component class. Production rules, the alleles from a genotype, are a much better choice. It can be expected that if a production rule has an adaptive advantage, then it will persist. So the production rule would be a suitable choice of component. Better still is the choice "production rules that survive the filtering process at birth", for these are the rules that are actually used in the developmental process (Section 3.4); the idea behind activity statistics is to measure the degree to which components both persist and are used.
When a mutation causes a component to be lost from the population (of production rules that survive the filtering process), the activity count of the original component is no longer included in the total activity of the system, even if the mutation is functionally neutral. At first I implemented the activity statistics on production rules directly. But there is often a high degree of neutrality in a production rule, especially when its 'successors' relate to neurons that are over-specified (have excess bits at the end of their characters) or developmentterminal (not matched by any production rule). The predecessor and link-bits sections of production rules are less mutable. If a predecessor bit is mutated, then the rule will most likely either fail to match or be less specific to its target neuron than another rule. If a link detail bit is mutated, then the result will more often than not be a damaged network, and agents with that production rule active (not filtered out) will be driven to extinction. So the choice of component used here is 'predecessor plus link details' (P, b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , b 4 , b 5 , b 6 ). This can be thought of as a disjoint grouping of alleles, with each group being a component. Which individual a component is from is irrelevant: two identical production rules in two different agents result in two instances of the same component.
This grouping does not completely remove the neutrality problem. As successor lengths increase, neural character lengths increase, and so the number of predecessors that can potentially match a typical neural character increases. If two rules have the same successors and link-details (or neutral variants), then it makes no difference to development which one is used. So, as component lengths increase, we can expect the level of neutrality to increase.
Having chosen this component class, there is a clear consequence for the possible classifications of evolutionary dynamics. Because the number of neurons that an agent can have is limited (for practical reasons), the number of production rules that can survive filtering is limited. And because the population size is small (a maximum of four hundred agents), there is little room for more than a couple of species at a time. So diversity of these components will certainly be bounded, and we can rule out class 3a and 3c dynamics.
Implementation details
Geb's shadow mirrors the real run in every detail except that selection is random. Whenever a real agent is killed, a randomly chosen shadow agent is also killed. Whenever a real agent is born (as the product of two real agents), a new shadow agent is born as the product of two randomly chosen shadow agents, using the same reproduction procedure with the same rates of crossover and mutation. For each initial real agent born with single-bit genotype '0', an initial shadow agent is also born with single-bit genotype '0'.
Gathering evolutionary activity statistics, or rather the component existence record from which they are calculated, is (processor-)time consuming. It is not feasible to gather the statistics at every time step. So snapshot existence records are taken at regular intervals and the evolutionary statistics are calculated from these. In the results reported here, snapshots were taken every one thousand time steps. To put this in context, the run reported lasted six million time steps, during which time there were over five hundred and eighty million agent reproductions. In each time step, every agent is updated. Because activity is intended as a measure of how much a component both is used (already covered above) and persists, I screen out (in each of the real and shadow populations) isolated occurrences: when a component occurs in the current snapshot but not the previous one.
In the previous section, total extinction (population size dropping to one individual) was not mentioned because it had not been encountered. However, there was no mechanism in place to prevent it and, during the long trial runs undertaken when experimenting with evolutionary statistics, I encountered occasional runs in which total extinction occurred. So for the set of runs from which the example reported here is taken, I set a minimum number of agents to twenty. The fact that total extinction is so rare despite the population size being so small (a maximum of four hundred agents at any one time) indicates that there is no serious problem here. Once population sizes can feasibly be increased, the problem should in practice disappear rapidly.
Results and discussion I
This section contains the results from a typical run, drawn from the full set of twenty runs referred to in the previous section. 7 Atypical variations are discussed at the end of this section.
Activity waves
In order to gain an understanding of the dynamics behind the higher level evolutionary statistics, it is a good idea to look first at the activity wave diagrams, which simply show all components' activities plotted against time. Figure 8 shows the activity wave diagrams for the real and shadow populations.
The most obvious feature of the real run's activity waves in Fig. 8 is that many of them keep increasing. This would also be true in a similar analysis of genes from the biosphere's evolution. Genes that are beneficial to life tend to become basic for many species: humans have a significant proportion of genes in common with mice, flies and even plants. So because the components here are (groups of) genes, not whole genotypes, this feature does not imply a quasi-stable ecosystem.
In systems without neutrality new components initiate an activity (by presence) wave that increases with a constant slope and then stops when the component goes extinct. Here however, that increase is often shared between two or (perhaps many) more phenotypically equivalent components, with interchanging presence. If the population size was larger, then there would be greater scope for more than one of these neutral variations to be expressed in But with a population of less than four hundred, and short lifetimes, genetic variation spreads quickly through the population so wave transitions between neutral variants show up almost as either-or events.
Most activity falls within the solid black regions at the bottom of each graph. So it is instructive to look in more detail at the bottom-right corner of the activity wave diagrams. Figure 9 shows the activity waves in the last one million time steps, with just a point for each recorded activity value. Its scale covers the shadow run's full range only, so that the real and shadow data can be easily compared. Notice the long runs of consecutively increasing activity in the real run, and the lack of them in the shadow. 
Determining the new-activity range
In order to measure new activity (A new ), we must first determine the range [a 0 , a 1 ] of component activity values that should be considered both adaptively significant (so a 0 should be high enough to screen out most non-adaptive activity) and not among the highest activities (so a 1 should be low enough that a good proportion of activities lie above it). The method given in [7] involves finding the activity value which is equally likely to have occurred in the real run as in the shadow run, and setting [a 0 , a 1 ] to be a narrow band that surrounds it. Figure 10 shows the component activity distributions for the run reported here. These cross at an activity of approximately 1.42 × 10 5 . However, it is clear from Fig. 8 that the component activity distributions are far from constant over the run, and that this value increases during the course of the run. Looking again at Fig. 9 shows that by the end of the run, activities of approximately 1.42 × 10 5 are common in the shadow. The best approach is probably to recalculate the range [a 0 , a 1 ] in each time step (and perhaps apply a running average to smooth it), because we are working with a system with increasing component activity values; this would also produce the most impressive results for A new . However, in order to avoid the criticism that I have changed the method, I have chosen here to use a fixed range that screens out the majority of the shadow activity in the final million time steps of the run. This results in artificially low values for A new early on in the run, but the results are still positive despite this. Looking at Fig. 9 we can see that most of the shadow's activities are below 3 × 10 5 . In fact even in the last million time steps, less than 3.5% of the shadow activity is above 2.8 × 10
5 . Further, it is also clear from Fig. 9 that an activity of 3 × 10 5 is far from uncommon in the real run. In fact approximately 27% of the real activities are above 3.2 × 10 5 in the last million time steps. So the results that follow were calculated using a new-activity range of [2.8 × 10 5 , 3.2 × 10 5 ]. Figure 11 shows both total and mean activity increasing rapidly in the real run, and much slower in the shadow run. New activity is positive in the real run, and much higher than in the shadow, which exhibits only occasional blips of new activity. Diversity is bounded in both the real and shadow, as expected (see Section 5). Figure 12 shows the activity difference between the real and shadow statistics ("normalized activity"), for both total and mean activity. According to this classification system, these results clearly fall into class 3b: unbounded evolutionary activity.
Evolutionary statistics and classification
Atypical runs
These results are typical of the twenty runs that were carried out for this set of experiments. However, three of the runs encountered problems, causing their results to be atypical. Two of these effectively met total extinction. In Section 5.1 I mentioned that I imposed a minimum limit on the number of agents, in an attempt to avoid total extinction. However, if population size hits this limit and does not increase rapidly, then many reproductions may occur with selection effectively random. This causes evolutionary activity to plummet as adaptive traits are lost. Once lost, this activity cannot be regained, except by the evolution of new adaptive components. These results should not be a cause for concern, for the same reasons mentioned in Section 5.1: once population sizes can feasibly be increased, the problem should in practice disappear rapidly.
In the third atypical run, it appears that a freak mutation has caused the only existing species to take on a behavior of never reproducing or moving forward and always turning and trying to kill. Of course this would ordinarily be a very poor strategy. It is easy to imagine how the bad gene (production rule) could have spread through a population of just one species as fit individuals reproduced with the new unfit ones, causing their children to pick up the dominant bad gene. However, one would not expect this to pose a threat to a different species. This is easily verified: introducing just a few agents from any of the other evolved populations (from the other runs), causes the old agents to be rapidly displaced by the newcomers. So this result is also not a cause for concern, for the same reason: it is due to the small population size, which cannot support more than one or two species at a time.
Evaluation of these results and the test
Geb has demonstrated class 3 behavior, and so passed the test as it stands. Does this mean that Geb truly exhibits unbounded evolution? Possibly, for it was designed to verify and extend theories of evolutionarily emergent systems generation and so a number of potential pitfalls have been avoided. However, having passed the test the most prudent course of action is to look for weaknesses in the test.
My main concern at this point is that the test relies on normalization (or validation) from a shadow that can drift away from core aspects of the real run that it is intended to shadow. For example, the components that exist in the real population at any one time (well into evolution) are almost certainly more densely clustered than those in the shadow. This example is an obvious concern in Geb, but the point is that any drift of the shadow away from the real run is a danger to the validity of the normalization process: The intention is to integrate the level of activity increments that occur above (or rather minus) the level that would have occurred under random selection, so we need to know the activity increments that would occur under random selection on our real system as it changes. Once the real and shadow populations have been allowed to evolve, we are no longer comparing the real run with a true shadow. The longer the period since the shadow was initialized to match the real run, the less relevant the shadow is to the real run. One way around this problem would be to develop a method of comparing the real run with a shadow that is regularly reset (both components and activity history) to be identical to the real run but which evolves using random selection between resets. Normalized activity increment between resets could then be determined by comparing real and shadow increments.
My other criticism of the test as it stands is in its use of mean activity when looking for unbounded activity growth, especially when classifying a system as belonging to class 3b. When diversity is bounded, the retention (forever) of a single component results in unbounded mean activity. The test should not be so influenced by such components, and should rather look for trends in typical components. So it is median activity, not mean activity, that should be measured, and required to be unbounded for a system to be classified as within class 3b. The activity waves from Geb's runs indicate that median activity is also unbounded. However, when median activity is measured in both real runs and their shadows, it shows up as unbounded in both (Fig. 13 ), and it is not possible to make any firm conclusion (bounded/unbounded) about normalized median activity (Fig. 14) . However, in light of the main concern above, just as the positive results cannot be trusted, this should not be seen as a cause for concern or fuel for further investigation along this path. The correct course of action is to proceed as outlined above, by developing a shadowing method that regularly resets the shadow state to the real state, and then look at the results again, including median activity.
The shadow-resetting method
Because there is reason to doubt a method of normalizing (or validating) evolutionary statistics that relies on a shadow that can drift away from core aspects of its real run, a new method is needed: one that regularly resets the shadow (both components and activity history) to be identical to the real run.
The basic idea is that immediately after each snapshot (when an entry is made in the component existence record), the shadow run has its components reset to those of the real run. This allows us to compare inter-snapshot changes in activity in the real run with the changes we would expect from random selection, the result being an improved generic shadowing mechanism. When calculating evolutionary statistics (and indeed when recording component numbers), the shadow's history is taken to be that of the real run-see Fig. 15 .
Most of the results below are from a typical run, drawn from a set of twenty carried out using this procedure. Atypical variations found within this set are also reported and discussed. The component class used (production rule predecessor plus link details) is the same as in the previous sections, as are the run implementation details (snapshots every thousand time steps, isolated component occurrences screened out, minimum number of Figure 16 shows the raw real and shadow activity wave diagrams from the typical run. Shadow waves follow the real waves, because the shadow is reset after each snapshot. The shadow loses components between snapshots far more frequently than the real run does. This is especially true of the lower-activity components, as we should expect. Adaptively significant production rules have many redundant copies on a typical genome such that should mutation break the rule at one point, it will still be decoded from elsewhere on the genome. Such components can survive even sustained periods of random selection. Yet even the highest activity components are frequently lost in the shadow and this provides Fig. 17 Total activity, mean activity, median activity and diversity from a typical Geb run and its regularlyreset shadow. Running averages are shown in white: solid for the real run, dashed for its shadow verification that the snapshot interval (one thousand time steps) is sufficient for comparing activity by presence. Employing a much higher reset frequency would require the use of an activity increment function which is sensitive to the number of occurrences of a component at any one time, 8 for example i (t) = fraction of agents that have the ith component at time t. However, because significantly more frequent snapshots are not feasible with the computational resources currently available, comparing activity by presence is still the best option.
Of course it would not make sense to calculate activity statistics based solely on the shadow's component existence record. Perhaps the most obvious course of action (and the one I took at first) is to calculate activity statistics for the shadow on the basis that at each time step t we use the real run's component record for time steps before t, and the shadow's component record at t. Figure 17 shows the resulting statistics from the shadow, alongside the real run's statistics. Activity (total, mean and median) is unbounded in the shadow only because the shadow has its components reset to those of the real run after each snapshot. On average both total activity and diversity drop sharply in the shadow over each short (1000 time steps) interval after it has been reset to the real run's state. The shadow's mean and median activity statistics show that (on average) it is the higher activity components that remain in the shadow, in agreement with the discussion (above) of the activity wave diagrams. Do not be confused by the fact that mean and median activity increase in the shadow over each inter-snapshot interval. This is due to the loss of lower activity components, not the result of any increase in component activity.
These results are encouraging, but they provide no route to normalizing the real run's statistics in order to demonstrate a presence or lack of unbounded growth in, say, median activity. The method so far also provides no sound way of measuring new activity. So naively calculating the shadow's activity statistics leads us to a dead-end. The idea of resetting the shadow run's state to match the real run's state just after each snapshot is a good one, but how can it be used to normalize the real run's statistics?
Component activity normalization
The solution is to normalize at the lower level of individual components' activities, rather than at the component-population level. This is done by subtracting the shadow's component activity increment from the real run's component activity increment, for each component. So when calculating activity by presence, a component's normalized activity is incremented if and only if it persists (and is used) in the real run but not in the shadow, and is decremented if and only if it persists (and is used) in the shadow but not in the real run (although activity will still be read as zero for that time step). Here are the revised statistics:
Real run's component activity increment (by presence). 
Normalized component activity increment.
Normalized component activity.
Normalized diversity, defined by a lower normalized activity bound a N 0 , above which a component can be considered adaptively significant (see below), and Eq. (11) :
Note that this formula for D N is only a suggestion for how diversity could be normalized when investigating systems with unbounded diversity: by counting the number of components whose normalized activity has passed the threshold at which we consider them to be adaptively significant (see below). 
Normalized mean cumulative evolutionary activity.
Normalized median cumulative evolutionary activity.
Normalized new activity per component.
See below for the details of calculating normalized new activity per component. This is clearly the better approach, for it produces normalized component activities that measure how much each component's activity has increased above the increase that would have occurred had selection been random. So a component's normalized activity is a direct measure of the degree to which adaptive selection in the real run is causing the component to persist (and be used).
Determining the normalized new-activity criteria
The final requirement, before these statistics can be used to classify evolutionary dynamics, is a method of determining when a component is newly adaptively significant: Clearly the method from [7] , as used in Section 6.2, cannot be used with the revised shadowing mechanism. The method must provide a (normalized) activity level a N 0 at which a component can be considered adaptively significant, and a procedure for dropping a component from the set of new components. For the second of these concerns, a simple upper bound cannot be used, because normalized activity can both increase and decrease, so a component could potentially be considered 'new' forever. The simplest (and adequate) solution is to consider a component to be 'new' (newly adaptively significant) in the snapshot at which its activity reaches a N 0 , and never after that. So each component is considered new at most once. This leaves the issue of determining a N 0 . If the presence or absence of a component confers no adaptive advantage or disadvantage, then the real and shadow systems are equivalent for this component. Further, which is used as the reset-to system (after each snapshot) makes no difference to the component's activity. So the (normalized) activity distribution for this class of components will be symmetric about the origin. Therefore, provided we can make the assumption that the most negative normalized activity encountered during a run is from such a component, we can negate this value to find a level at which normalized activity can be considered adaptively significant. Even if this assumption does not hold, negating the most negative activity encountered provides a value above which activity can be considered adaptively significant, even if this bound is higher than necessary.
This method can be expected to work well when activity is calculated by presence (as it is in Bedau and Packard's test and so also here), where changes in component activity ( i ) are small when compared with the activities of non-adaptive components. However, we should not expect it to provide a good bound when calculating activity by, for example, usage ( i = #components i at t), where the most negative activities arise from neutral mutations of high usage components, some of which a shadow will encounter before its real run does.
Results and discussion II
This section contains the results from the typical run, already discussed above, drawn from the full set of twenty runs referred to in Section 8. Atypical variations are discussed in this section. Figure 18 shows the resulting normalized activity waves. Notice that the activity values are significantly lower than before normalization-see Fig. 16 . In each of the twenty runs, the lowest normalized activity encountered was greater than −30, with −10 being a more typical value. For simplicity when calculating the evolutionary statistics for these runs, I used a new-activity threshold (a N 0 ) of 30 on all runs. Figure 19 shows the resulting statistics for the typical run. Normalized median activity is unbounded (as are normalized total activity and normalized mean activity) and normalized new activity is positive. These results clearly fall into class 3b (according to this classification system): unbounded evolutionary activity.
These results are typical of the twenty runs that were carried out for this set of experiments. However, three of the runs effectively met total extinction, and two of the runs stagnated when the only existing species stopped reproducing. Both of these possibilities were encountered in the original test's results. As discussed there (Section 6.4), they should not be a cause for concern.
It is easy to demonstrate that unbounded growth (or more accurately unbounded nonmonotonic but directed increase) in activity, with positive new activity, is not a trivial consequence of unbounded genotype length. Consider the analogous system Geb R , in which selection is random but all other details are as in Geb. Whenever a (randomly chosen) real agent is killed in Geb R , a randomly chosen agent is also killed in its shadow. Whenever a real agent is born in Geb R (as the product of two randomly chosen real agents), a new shadow agent is born as the product of two randomly chosen shadow agents. Of course running either real or shadow system from the same snapshot more than once would produce different results on each run, because of the stochastic nature of the systems. So normalized activity would unfold as a random walk, with 'step' probability distribution changing at each snapshot but always symmetric about zero.
Could unbounded growth in activity be a trivial consequence of unbounded genotype length in a biotic selection system that exhibits positive new activity? No, because the requirement remains that activity be retained, so that it can accumulate. For example, a (diversity-bounded) biotic selection system that continually generates new components only by mutation along (phenotypically) neutral networks would only be able to use a finite number of neutral variants at any one time. It would lose activity whenever a component is lost from (ceases being used in) the system.
Conclusions
Both criticisms of the original test (Section 7) have been addressed. The revised shadowing method used here ensures that the normalization of statistics is through a shadow that remains true to its real run, and median rather than (or rather as well as) mean activity has been used in the classification.
Geb has demonstrated class 3 behavior: unbounded evolutionary dynamics. And this time we can have a greater degree of confidence in the results. However, this is a new variant of a previous test, and it is not beyond possibility that it could be improved upon. Certainty in these results can only come about through the application of the test to a range of evolutionary systems. That may take some time, since there are no other autonomous artificial systems that have passed even the original test. So for now we must be content with the conclusion that there is reason to believe that this system exhibits unbounded evolution.
While the caution of the previous paragraph is warranted, it is at least possible to say with certainty that these results qualitatively surpass those from previous artificial evolutionary systems. No previous autonomous artificial system has demonstrated unbounded evolutionary dynamics. As such these results provide validation of the theory behind Geb's design [13] .
One significant weakness can be identified in Geb: it becomes difficult (impossible in practice) to understand or even identify novel behaviors as they emerge. With relatively simple agents, we can analyze their controllers (programs, neural networks or other) directly to determine the resulting behaviors. But as the complexity of evolved controllers increases, this becomes infeasible, especially when using neural controllers. We can only observe the resulting behaviors and attempt to identify innovation. The logical aim is therefore to develop future systems such that behavioral descriptions are as easy to generate as possible, probably by constructing the systems such that behaviors will be transparent to human observers.
Brain-body coevolution could be used to aid in the observation (identification and analysis) of emergent behaviors, enabling us to interpret behaviors from the motions of body parts. It would also have the advantage that interactions themselves would be directly evolvable, not just through their activation (controllers). Sims' evolution (by abiotic selection) of virtual creatures in a three dimensional physically simulated environment [24, 25] provides an excellent example of this. These experiments produced behaviors which are easy to identify and describe, operate over short distances but many time-steps in a non-simplistic way, and are largely the result of the evolved embodiment of the agents. Mainly as a result of increases in readily-available computational power, but also thanks in part to the availability of satisfactory physics engine packages, there have been a number of attempts to replicate Sims' work [29] , although none of these have succeeded in producing such impressive results. Incorporating such features into a system such as Geb would certainly be a significant step forward, toward autonomous artificial systems with both unbounded evolutionary activity and behaviors that we can understand.
